Women’s Leadership
Coaching - For Women
in Development

Where are we on women’s management
and leadership?

These stats suggest room for improvement for women leading and/or aspiring to lead,
in both private or non-profit spaces.
I commit to working with you, as your coach, to make a positive difference.
Sources
https://www.grantthornton.global/en/insights/articles/women-in-business-2016/
https://www.aauw.org/aauw_check/pdf_download/show_pdf.php?file=barriers-and-bias
https://www.missionbox.com/article/127/women-in-nonprofit-leadership-is-there-a-gender-gap
http://imaginecanada.ca/blog/gender-wage-gap-division-labour-charitable-and-nonprofit-sector
https://www.livemint.com/Companies/busG56HnYK2a6TeU9xcuSO/Even-in-the-nonprofit-sector-women-are-getting-left-behind.html
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Who is this Programme for?
Women’s Leadership Coaching - For Women in
Development is a leadership coaching programme
designed for women working in Global Development.
If you want to:
•

develop/refine your leadership

•

accelerate your career and personal development

•

leverage your resources and networks

•

build resilience

•

fulfill your potential

•

maximise your
societal impact

personal,

professional
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and

this is for you.

Are you your organisation’s best kept
secret?

Why has hard work alone
not advanced your career?
How do you lead as a woman,
without impersonating a man?
How much time do you
devote to developing your
management and leadership
skills versus your technical
skills?

Who needs to give you
permission to lead and succeed?

How might you have been
holding yourself back?

What would your leadership look like,
if nothing stood in your way?
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Leadership Coaching – For Women!

If you’re wondering how best you
can reach your potential – and
get further, you will benefit from
leadership coaching. Research
proves that coaching is a worthwhile
investment – benefiting you, your
team, and your organisation.
Coaching
improves:
work/life
satisfaction, resilience, management
and development, team-building,
organisational fit, cross-functional
relationships, employee satisfaction,
productivity, leadership effectiveness
and coaching culture1.
Coaching is effective for all
professionals who want to advance
their careers. But there are still
significant gender gaps in leadership
roles2. Men and women are pretty
equally represented at entry level,
but the gaps widens as careers
1 (Andromachi Athanasopoulou, 2017)
2 (Thornton, 2017)
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progress3. The reasons are complex
and varied; an interplay of social
norms, race, ethnicity, personal
choice, bias, and culture4. Coaching
helps women to assert themselves
with confidence and credibility; to
leverage interpersonal skills and
values and to influence outcomes that
benefit their teams, organisations,
families and communities.
The structure of any leadership
coaching programme is similar
– whether for men or women.
However, the content and focus of
this programme emphasises areas
traditionally perceived to be more
challenging for many women – such
as assertiveness, self-confidence,
communicating with impact, selfpromotion, ‘making the ask’.

3 (McKinsey&Company, 2017)
4 (McKinsey, 2018)

What you will work on...
Building your brand as a leader – articulating an
authentic leadership vision and identity that underpins
your professional development and goal setting.

Improving your insight – increasing self-awareness
by exploring who you are and what matters most;
exploring your strengths (to be leveraged) and
weaknesses (to be managed or diminished).

Identifying and promoting your accomplishments to
positively and credibly communicate your expertise.

Building and leveraging relationships, networks and
resources – developing productive and powerful
relationships. Navigating organisational politics with
savvy, attracting influential sponsors and advocates;
accessing resources and opportunities; identifying
and leading high-profile projects.

Delivering evidence-based compelling ‘asks’ –
negotiating expectations, based on organisational
awareness and understanding of strategic priorities
and market realities.

Driving personal and professional change – identifying
and overcoming self-defeating or limiting beliefs,
assumptions and thoughts.

Positively influencing and impacting others – inspiring
and influencing people with your vision; increasing
your leadership impact, and becoming a role model.
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Infinite Leadership Potential
– Programme Content
The coaching process involves a number of phases that are
inextricably linked and work to build upon one another, including
- exploring, planning, connecting, acting, and sustaining.
The coaching programme takes place over a 6-9 month
period and can be delivered to an individual in a one-on-one
coaching relationship; or through a combination of individual
and facilitated group sessions, conducted in person or online,
within a community of women leaders.
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Who do you need to be, to lead on your
own terms?
In Phase 1: ‘Explore’, you will look at who you are;
who you would like to be; what you want; what
you wish to accomplish; how you would like your
leadership to look – taking into consideration your
strengths, values, passions, and experience.
For women, it is important to explore perceptions
of leadership, specifically its ‘inaccessibility’. Many
women regard leadership as a huge, ‘sacrosanct’
concept, set in stone. But leadership is a dynamic
concept and flexible practice! Before we begin
exploring leadership, we first look at how you have
already influenced, persuaded and led in other
contexts, to normalise leadership for you. We use a
variety of exercises, activities and readings.
The ‘Explore’ phase uses tools and techniques
such as personality and values inventories,
360-degree assessments, and observations – to
create a holistic picture of you. We explore your
purpose, passions, values, motives, strengths,
opportunities, limiting assumptions and beliefs.
Together, we analyse the data for patterns, themes
and messages.

1.
Explore
“If you do not tell the truth
about yourself you cannot tell
it about other people.”
– Virginia Wolf
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If nothing was in your way – what would
your leadership look like?
Phase 2: ‘Plan’ involves mapping out your desired
future, conducting a stocktaking exercise, and
developing your Individual Leadership Plan.
This process draws on a variety of tools and
techniques from Appreciative Inquiry, NLP
and Positive Psychology to elicit positive and
motivational future states. The stocktaking process
is invaluable for women, but many find it hard to
recognise and acknowledge their accomplishments.
It often takes extra time, encouragement and
attention through the coaching process, but once
completed, women find this a particularly rewarding
task.
Collaboratively, we identify areas for development
and agree on an action plan for skills building.
This might include on-the-job training, reading,
webinar/conference attendance, formal instruction,
certification, mentoring, sponsorship, etc. You
will also practise skills by completing workplace
assignments using Action Learning methods. With
the support of your coach, you will review, talk
about challenges, celebrate successes and reflect
on learnings to be leveraged in the future.
Your Individual Leadership Plan provides stretch
goals to achieve your long-term vision or mission.

2.
Plan
“Tell me, what is it that you
plan to do with your one
wild and precious life?”
– Mary Oliver
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How successfully do you leverage
opportunities from your networks?
In Phase 3: ‘Connect’, we explore how to leverage
networks and resources. This involves resource
mapping – looking at the individuals in your
networks and how can they help you.
Many women have trouble asking for help, believing
they should ‘do it alone’ to demonstrate that they
can do it (alone)! We work on building confidence
and skill to build connections, specifically helping
women to:
1) communicate their accomplishments –
telling people their prior accomplishments,
as a strategy for leveraging new or existing
resources
2) gain access to, and participation in,
networks. Women are very good at
identifying networks and resources BUT they
tend to be less adept at using and leveraging
them
3) identify who can help – support their journey
and/or remove obstacles.

3.
Connect
“If you want to go fast, go
alone. If you want to go far,
go together”.
– African Proverb
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What are you committed to doing, to
move forward?
In Phase 4: ‘Action’, it’s all about implementation or
doing – practising, experimenting, failing, learning,
reflecting, refining, building… We meet regularly (in
person, by phone/video conference, or by email)
to discuss action, review progress, and reflect on
lessons learned.
During this phase, you will explore new ways
of doing things, evaluate options, and actively
experiment with new behaviours to enhance
performance, in pursuit of your goals. Adjustments
of plans and activities are made along the way, to
keep the process relevant and meaningful.

4.
Act

“You have to practice success.
Success doesn’t just show up.
If you aren’t practicing success
today, you won’t wake up in 20
years and be successful, because
you won’t have developed the
habits of success…”
– Michelle Obama
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What obstacles could get in your way,
moving forward, and how will you deal
with them?
Finally, Phase 5: ‘Sustain’, is when we reflect and
consolidate learning, celebrate success and discuss
how changes will be sustained when the coaching
relationship ends.
We refine the Individual Leadership Plan to cover
the next 6-12 months. This could include identifying
supportive peers, mentors, sponsors; other courses,
readings, formal education or resources to continue
supporting you and accelerating your growth. The
programme closes with an individual plan to keep
you on track, after the formal coaching ends.

If you want to improve your leadership impact,
create long-term personal and professional
transformation, and effect greater social
change – contact me, to explore how
leadership coaching can help you.

5.
Sustain

“I never dreamed about success.
I worked for it.”

– Estée Lauder
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PALENA NEALE, PhD, is an international
development professional, lecturer, coach and mentor,
specialising in women’s leadership development. Her
expertise lies in helping women (and men) working in
international development to lead, advance, and thrive
in their careers. Palena is the founder of Mentoring
Exchanges – a management and leadership
mentoring programme that matches development
professionals with executives and academics from
around the world.
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